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In this pack, you will find: 

 

English  

10 spelling, Punctuation and Grammar  

activities  

10 daily diary writing sheets with guidance 

1 speech writing activity 

1 review text writing activity 

1 descriptive writing activity 

A daily reading log 

10 reading comprehension activities  



SPaG 

activities 



Year 5/6 statutory spelling list 

Spellings 
 

Learn 10 spellings from the Year 5/6 spelling list and write 
each one in a sentence. 



SPaG activity 1: 

Punctuation 



SPaG activity 2: Suffixes 



SPaG activity 3: Prefixes 



SPaG activity 4: Relative clauses 



SPaG activity 5: Contracted forms  



SPaG activity 6: Word classes  

ADJECTIVE NOUN ADVERB VERB ADJECTIVE NOUN 

big boys brutally bash bald bullies 

            

            

            

            

THE CATEGORY GAME 

You will need either a mini-whiteboard or a piece of lined paper and a pencil.  

Draw six columns with headings as shown below: 

Choose four letters and write them in the table.  Taking 

each letter in turn, see if you can make a sentence, each 

word beginning with the letter given.  The sentence must 

make sense.   

The first to do so wins.   

An example is given to start you off. 



SPaG activity 7: Standard English   

The grammar used in some dialects is different from the grammar of 

Standard English.  It isn’t wrong, just different.  When you talk, espe-

cially when you talk to your friends, you use lots of expressions which 

are not Standard English.  This is fine, but when you write, it’s im-

portant to know what the Standard English grammar is.   

All the expressions below use non-Standard English.   

Look at these dialect expressions and see if you can give the Standard 

English equivalent. 

 

1. Where be he to? 

2. We was blue with cold. 

3. He’ll be home while four o’clock. 

4. I were mad with him, I were. 

5. When I gets in I likes a nice cup of tea. 

6. I never done it. 

7. Me and my mate we sees him everyday. 

8. I likes them chocolate cakes. 

9. That’s the man what I saw. 

10. He gets hiself mad. 



SPaG activity 8: Proof reading practice 
 

There are mistakes in each sentence.   

Write the corrected version of each sentence.   

The first one has been done for you. 

 

Their were ten broken egg’s in the carton. 

There were ten broken eggs in the carton. 

 

Each of the boys’ are writing a different story. 

 

Did Taylor and me borrow the wrong car. 

 

how many people seen the strange object? 

 

Randall said, “Its too late to go out”! 

 

The title of the book is a piece of Toast. 

 

I’d like to invite joan to visit us in florida. 

 

We will meet every Friday during the Summer. 
 



SPaG activity 9: Synonyms and Antonyms 

 

There are two underlined words in each selection.  They are either 

synonyms or antonyms.  Put an ‘S’ for synonym or an ‘A’ for antonym in 

the blank after each number to indicate how the words are related. 

 

1. _____ I couldn’t recall her name and I don’t even remember where we met. 

2. _____ Chris wasn’t in his seat when the teacher handed out the morning as-

signment.  He was tardy as usual.  Then he missed the bus and was late for sup-

per. 

3. _____ I thought I had a rare old bicycle that was worth a fortune.  It turned 

out to be a common model that nobody wanted to buy. 

4. _____ “What is that awful smell?” Troy asked as Melinda entered the room.  

“That wonderful fragrance is my perfume!” she replied. 

5. _____ Yes, taking your shoes off as we entered Patrick’s house was polite 

thing to do.  However, placing them on his coffee table was rather rude. 

6. _____ Mr Smith never liked any of his daughter’s boyfriends.  He claimed 

that most of them were weird.  He was even less comfortable about any that he 

considered to be normal. 

7. _____ Miss Snowflake was convinced that George had turned the heat up all 

the way.  She demanded that he confess his guilt.  The other kids knew that 

George would never admit that he had done wrong. 

8. _____ Drinking the water in that lake is strictly prohibited.  It could make you 

sick.  But for some reason, swimming is allowed. 



SPaG activity 10: Active and Passive voice 

Active voice: Subject, Verb, Object 

Passive voice: Object, verb subject 

Each of the following sentences uses  passive voice. 

The site of the castle was carefully chosen.   

(History textbook) 

Phone numbers plan attacked.  

(Newspaper headline) 

Head suspended.   

(Newspaper headline) 

This notice has been written to help you.   

(Examination notice) 

Now and then you’ll have to be reminded it’s a diesel.  

(Advertisement) 

Rewrite each sentence in the active voice. 



Writing 

activities 



Success Criteria 
                                              Add a current affair 

                                   Thoughts/feelings 

                           A range of sentence types 

                  Past tense 

        1st person 

Each day, complete a diary entry 

Focus on: Thoughts, feelings and emotions 

throughout the day. 

 

What you have been doing throughout your day 

A piece of news you have found out. 

Writing activities: Daily diary entry 



Writing activities: Daily diary entry 



Writing activities: Daily diary entry 



Writing activities: Daily diary entry 



Writing activities: Daily diary entry 



Writing activities: Daily diary entry 



Writing activities: Daily diary entry 



Writing activities: Daily diary entry 



Writing activities: Daily diary entry 



Writing activities: Daily diary entry 



Writing activities: Daily diary entry 



Writing activity 1: Speech writing 

Task 1: To write a speech 

 

Plastic pollution is a growing problem in today’s society.  

Research reasons that single use plastics are bad for the environ-

ment, and watch videos of environmental activist Greta Thunberg 

giving her speeches on climate change.  

 

Write your own speech on why single use plastics should be banned 

Success Criteria 

 

                       List information and points Point—    

                                             Evidence—Explain 

                  Introduction (5 W’s)  

             Order key arguments/points 

           Research 



Writing activity 1: Speech writing 



Writing activity 2: Write a review 

Task 2: To write a review 

Imagine you are a critic (someone who has an experience and then 

reviews it—usually in a paper or online) 

Choose one (or more!) of the following to write a review on: 

 A book 

 A movie 

 A meal 

 A game 

Remember that you must remain factual and formal—this about the 

positives and negatives. Would you recommend your experience to 

someone else? 

Success Criteria 

 

                                            Give reasons/explain thoughts 

                  Consider pros and cons 

                 Use your senses 

           Choose and complete your experience 



Writing activity 3: Descriptive writing  

Task 3: To write description 

Success Criteria 

 

                         M.A.P.O.S 

                                      Range of sentence types 

                  Senses  

             High level punctuation 

Look at the image to the right,  

study it closely. What do you think 

is happening? What can you see? 

Who are the two people in the 

foreground? 

 

Use your writing skills to write a 

descriptive piece of work based on 

this image.  



Reading 

activities 



Daily Reading Log 
Every day you must read your home school reading book or another book of 

your choice for 40-50 minutes.  

 

You might choose to complete this time all at once, or you might want to split 

it into shorter reading sessions. It is up to you! 

 

Below is a reading log, please write down  the day and how long you read for. 

Write 1 reflection about what you have read in the reflections box. This could 

be what you are enjoying in the story or simply what your favourite character 

in the text is. 

Day Minutes 

Spent   

Reading 

Reflections 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   



Guided reading text 1 



Guided reading text 1—questions 



Guided reading text 2 



Guided reading text 2 



Guided reading text 2 



Guided reading text 2—questions 



Guided reading text 3 



Guided reading text 4 



Guided reading text 5 



Guided reading text 6 



Guided reading text 7 



Guided reading text 7 



Guided reading text 7 



Guided reading text 7—questions 



Guided reading text 7—questions 



Guided reading text 8 

North Child by Edith Pattou. 

1) How many children were there? 

2) Who do you think the narrator is? 

3) Why does ‘stray’ mean? 

4) Select the word that means the same as ‘embedded’ 

5) Do you think the story is set in England?  



Guided reading text 9 

Kensuke’s Kingdom  

by Michael Morpurgo 

 

1) How old was the narrator 

when they disappeared? 

2) What year do you think it 

is now? Why? 

3) What does the word  

‘foreseen’ mean? 

4) Why do you think the 

narrator is speaking out 

now? 

5) Write the next three  

sentences to the story. 



Guided reading text 10 

Malala Yousafzai by Lisa Williamson 

1) Where is Malala from? 

2) “...she was pretty sure she’d aced the morning exam”. What does this 

mean? 

3) How was Malala feeling? Explain and justify 

4) “A hush fell over the girls...” what atmosphere is created here? 

5) Find a synonym in the text for ‘searched’  


